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About This Game

Plunge into the world where heroes always die, and villains triumph! Kill people who try to protect the good and stand in the
way of achieving the goal of your whole life – to take over the world! But it’s rather difficult to subjugate even some pathetic
country just by yourself... So, make a demon your partner! Feed him with the souls of the infidels and receive a dark power

therefor, isn’t even comparable to the ordinary humans! BUT, always remember that demons are treacherous creatures, and like
to play with mortals, so don’t expect all his gifts to be useful to you...

· Test your strength and luck, because you will need it!

· Try all the abilities that the demon has, and find your perfect combination!

· Find out how powerful you can be by fighting against entire armies!

· Arrange a real bloody bath using the body mess of pathetic minions of the good!

· Not the easiest, but at the same time, a simple game will impress you for a few hours!
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Wasted money.. First of all: Yes, "Disney Princess: My Fairytale Adventure" is obviously targeted on small (preschool) girls.
You play an annoying teenage girl working in her garden as a magic apprentice when all the sudden she screws up her magic and
sets free a big bunch of flying goblins which invade the kingdoms of several Disney princesses. Your job is to set everything
right again. And you do that by entering these worlds and doing donkeywork for the characters there.

This is basically a 3D platformer with puzzle mini games and a little bit of (magical) 3rd person shooting.
You cannot lose in this game or screw it up. No matter how you try, you cannot fail here. This game makes sure that you always
know what to do (and how to do it) and where to go. So for anyone older than 5, this might get boring very fast, especially with
the same, veeery easy tasks over and over again you do in every of the princesses' worlds.

Even if you are an adult Disney fan and keen on exploring these settings (which is probably the best part of this game), you
won't see that much. Sure, it is fun to run around in Cinderella's home or castle and it's nice to be in the castle lobby of "Beauty
and the Beast" for once, but that's about it. Aside from that you won't see or explore much well-known settings and you won't
definitely see many well-known characters. You'll meet up with the princesses Belle, Cinderella, Rapunzel, Ariel and (as a small
bonus level, however) Tiana but aside from them there is just a small handfull of side characters like Lumi\u00e8re or Ursula,
hardly any others, especially no villains (except Ursula) and no princes. That was kind of disappointing. Excited about meeting
the princesses at least? Too bad! All they want from you is solving these puzzles and those tasks because you are such a good
friend. Oh boy...
So yeah, very small gamers might like all this but I believe that even they deserve better.

Your character can be designed and changed anytime in some kind of avatar maker.
You can also collect and purchase things (the currency are purple jewels which you also cannot miss, they are everyhwere) like
dresses, accessories, hairstyles, flowers for your garden and furniture for your bedroom. But there are hardly any stimuli for
collecting other than maybe "I wonder how my avatar looks like in THIS dress".
As I mentioned, Tiana from "Princess and the Frog" appears as a very short bonus level if you finished the other princesses.
And there are no Steam trading cards or achievements (however, the game itself doesn't stop praising you for doing simple
actions over and over).

The graphics are mostly colourful but rather dated, ugly, pixelated and lifeless (which also goes for the princess characters). The
music's rather dull and does not contain any of the famous songs or melodies from the films.
When it comes to voices, I've only experienced the German version, but they also are mostly awkward and sometimes pretty
annoying, especially the voice of the protagonist you play.

Overall: Not the most terrible game I've played but not exciting, technically well-done or something you should have tried out if
you are a big Disney fan. So that's why I don't really recommend it. If you want to give your kid a Disney game to play, there are
better ones out there.. This is a great new type of simulated board game. You really have to think about upcoming movement, as
in chess. It's a different and fun take on 2 player competitive gaming.. Great game,
to idle for cards.. WARNING! RANT AHEAD! YOU HAVE BEEN WARNED!

if your picking this up as a pick-me-up with the current lack of twisted metal style gameplay (outside of diesel guns which is
cheaper and looks like it really hits that spot but at requires a better PC) STEER CLEAR OF THIS GARBAGE. music is crap
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(and frankly makes me want to puke), handling on vehicles is crap, as hitting the handebreak makes me do a full U-turn. a clear
lack of ability to rebind keys to the mouse (such as the minigun and missle launcher) and cars come to a complete halt if you hit
a twig. if your a fan of twisted metal and looking for a pick-me-up this is NOT the game for you...give this one a wide berth,
and a taste of napalm.

the minigun has a range of I swear....five...maybe six feet, ITS A MINIGUN, NOT A SHOTGUN. you need to be directly
behind someone to even hit them. the car slides accross asphalt like a wet noodle on ice, the reset key in game doesn't just put
you back upright, it moves you twenty feet backwards, and sometimes doesn't even put you back on the track, this game is a
nightmare, and I have never been so♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥off at the mere exsistance of a game....ever....and I've played
some♥♥♥♥♥♥games. what makes it worse is that everyone who posts a positive review seems to do so with nastalgia tented
glasses of ages past.

I have never used the refund before, but I am now....
side note, if you rebind the keys and then decide you want to go back to the default, good luck because there is no reset key
bind...anywhere. so you'll just have to memorize the layout.. The movie is great but I can't recommend it because the
distribution sucks - find a different source.

I watched it with EN voice-overs and subtitles. EN subtitles are completely different than audio, pretty much every line is not as
what you hear. I switched to EN CC and those match but they have issues of their own. One annoyance is that CC jumps all
over the screen - it's on the left, then on the right, then center, left again, etc. - very annoying. Secondly, quite often multiple
lines show in wrong order so "it's Yoda speaking you feel like" which breaks the immersion a lot.

The player itself worked fine for me.
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This game made me sewerslidal. This is one of the best Zaccaria tables, at least it i very pretty and colorfull
probably the cutest pinball table ever :)

Only detraction is that its sometimes hard to see whats going on in the left corner of the playfield.. One of the worst games i
ever played, better invest your money in something else than this meme of a game, this game has eventually a bitcoin miner
running in the background while you have this game open. this game is developing work of like 10 minutes.. Piloteer, a physics
simulator game where you fly a jetpack around to do a bunch of challenges. Simple gameplay makes this a killer purchase.
Everything is executed really well. It's overall difficult, but it has a great learning curve. I've had a lot of fun so far.

It captures a lot of the fun of QWOP and other physics based games. Starting off deceptively simple, with only two buttons
controlling the jetpack pilot. One thrusts to the left, one to the right. Taking baby steps is key. And the missions start off as little
tutorials and slowly ramp up to real accomplishments. You eventually feel really good about each landing you do and every goal
you complete. And any game that feels that rewarding is definitely worth a play in my book.

It has achievements, making the climb to jetpack extraordinaire extra fun.
It has trading cards, allowing you to catch 'em all.
And it's graphics and music pack quite a charm. Overall, I definitely recommend the experience.

https://youtu.be/-7mYiNa7UJU. aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa. Tried playing online with buddies.
The online hub was horrid.
Game constantly lags oh.. an did i mention the whole game freezes beyond saving if the host dies?. No servers.
 Try to host a server. *game crashes*
Would not recommend.
*refunds. Check out 09:35 in my video for a quick overview of Kith - Tales From the Fractured Plateaus

https://youtu.be/Z7ZIS1ZtJLw. Great game! I love it :)
very nice paintings and music. Very repetative soundtrack, gameplay seems interesting but really didn't work out for me and was
just a frustrating slog. I tried but found no way to get into it.
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